Mass hysteria?

Mystery illness in Palestine baffles experts

ARRABA, Occupied West Bank (AP) -- The mysterious epidemic struck this remote West Bank village at 8:05 a.m. on March 21. Before it ended two weeks later, more than 400 Palestinian schoolchildren had been hospitalized.

The victims were the same, Israeli health authorities, of hysteria and "provocateurs," charges Palestinians strongly deny. They say the poison was at work said he also would not say so in public. "For fear their opinion would be regarded as too pro-Israeli."
The nation's Roman Catholic bishops yesterday issued an appeal to East and West that condemned "mass destruction," especially medium-range missiles, and urged the superpowers to start a phased reduction of their "destructive potentials." Cardinal Franz Koenig, chairman of the Austrian Bishops' Conference, said in a statement that the appeal was intended to speed peace efforts without "unilaterally" encouraging the interests of the Soviet or U.S. blocs. Conference spokesman Bishop Helmut Kracelt said he hoped the "clear language" of the appeal would provide moral support to U.S. bishops who have been leading a church movement for disarmament. — AP

The Soviet Union and Poland yesterday signed an agreement to cooperate in building its first nuclear power plant, the official news agency Tass reported. Tass said the plant would have four reactors, each to produce 440 megawatts, and would be built on the shores of Lake Zarnowieck in the Gdansk region. The Soviet Union's current five-year economic plan calls for accelerated construction of nuclear power plants in the European region. The Soviet Union's current five-year economic plan calls for 24,000 megawatts by 1985. — AP

Unseasonably cold and windy today with a 40 percent chance of snowshowers. Highs in mid to upper 30s, tonight a 40 percent chance for snow showers and cold. Low around 30. Mostly cloudy and cold tomorrow. High around 40. — AP

Bishop William E. McManus of Fort Wayne-South Bend, Ind., and Richard Warner, supervisor of the Congregation of Holy Cross, will speak on the latest draft of the American Catholic bishops' pastoral letter on war and peace Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Library auditorium. The event, entitled "What Are the Bishops Saying About Nuclear Arms?" will precede by two weeks a gathering of the American bishops in Chicago to vote on the 150-page document whose development has held international attention for more than a year. Father Warner is a consultant for the committee which prepared the bishops' leadership committee that wrote the letter and issued its third revision April 5. The presentation is sponsored by Notre Dame's Office of Campus Ministry. — The Observer

An associate professor of political science at Brown University, will give a lecture entitled "The Logic of Political Terror: Individual Calculations and Survival During the Holocaust" Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Library Lounge. Alan Zuckerman, a faculty member in the Program of Judaic Studies at Brown, has written several articles on the Holocaust and is co-author of a forthcoming book, "Naftan's Windstorm: Modernization and the 'Tragedy of the Individual'". His lecture is made possible by Notre Dame's Department of Theology as one of its Crown Minow series. — The Observer

The Snite Museum of Art will host an opening reception for the annual student show from 5 to 9 p.m. Student art, from 5:30 to 6:30 p.m. The Abbeegrousse Dance Collective will give a special performance in the Atrium of the Museum. From 1 to 4 p.m. in the Lea Gallery, the new Art Building, a companion show will hold its opening. The work of seniors and master of fine arts students will be included in the show, which will remain open until May 15. — The Observer

Emilio Navarro has pleaded innocent to four counts of making obscene telephone calls to a number he said he picked at random. It turned out to belong to the sheriff's wife. Navarro, 31, a construction worker, was arrested last Thursday and Wednesday entered his innocent plea to the misdemeanor charges in Sacramento Municipal Court. Sacramento County Sheriff Robbie Wales told reporters that his wife, Judi, had recently been receiving obscene telephone calls. He said it became particularly annoying right after the day of April 7 when the same man called four or five times. The sheriff had one of the obscene calls traced by the phone company. — AP

Narcotics detectives are creating a stool pigeon — the said to be helping them arrest a 33-year-old pusher. Police said the pusher returned to one of his hiding places recently to retrieve a stash of about two ounces of heroin. Unknowingly for the drug peddler, however, a pigeon had built its nest in a hole in a wall where the man had put the drugs. Police said the bird had been seen and then flew away, attracting the attention of detectives who had searched the area. The 33-year-old pusher was arrested. — AP

The election is over. Reporters from Washington, New York, Paris, and Tokyo are now long gone. A week from now, everyone except Chicagoans will forget Chicago. The city, unserved by national attention, will return to Chicago, complete with its neighborhoods and politicians.

Many say the "Machine" of Richard Daley, is dead, but one glance at the Chicago political picture informs even the most self-righteous New Englander that Harold Washington will not be able to enter theSuburbs of the city's most exclusive club. Instead, he will join it. And it will not be a free choice.

Any letter from the last Tuesday's election can tell you how disorganized both the Epton and Washington campaign was. As Epton headquarters on Michigan Ave., life-long Democrats were eagerly awaiting Wednesday when they would exchange their "Hi Republican for a day" passes and get "Epton buttons." Later that night, at the Palmer House, the Epton campaign distributed the last of the soon as the polls closed. Campaign workers knew they had lost many votes in the areas about which they had felt so confident. But much for ethnic support. At Washington headquarters during the day, the only people who seemed to know what they were doing were a Chicago police officer and Patrick Calley, head poltitioner for Jimmy Carter's ill-fated reelection campaign. Carter's celebration party at Donnelly Hall on the South Side remained a literal three-ring circus throughout the night. But this was no Barnum and Bailey production. There was no grand ringmaster to control a crowd which became unruly as the night wore on. Few even knew what the returns were, as the Washington campaign conspicuously used their leaders were sent out to the units for campaign slogans. So much for informing the electorate. On election day, one television set was available for reporters, and few could get through the crowd which poured into the press area. No one had thought to build a phone booth. But Daley's aides were inundated with telephones to editors who could hear only a rock band positioned forty feet from the curtained press area. So much for organization. Once the results were official, hawkers outside Donnelly Hall began hawking "We won" buttons while Washington headquarters was sending out units for special rules in the governing of Chicago. This, the next day, at a unity prayer luncheon, attended by Washington, State's Attorney Richie Daley, and Mayor Jane Byrne, Bernard Epstein, the city's most exclusive club. Instead, he will join it. And it will not be a free choice.
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Perils of proliferation discussed

By MARY DOLAN
News Staff

"The genie is out of the bottle," according to graduate student Cynthia Watson in reference to nuclear proliferation. "If any state wants the bomb, it can get it. The information is available so that any student could put together a bomb if he was able to get the materials."

Watson, in preparation of her dissertation on the geopolitics of Argentina and Brazil, discussed nuclear proliferation in the Third World last night in the second of two lectures sponsored by Ground Zero, an organization aimed at disseminating information about nuclear topics.

Watson states that a fearful attitude toward proliferation is due to condensation between nuclear weapons and nuclear power, such as that provided by a nuclear generator. Only six nations are known to have weapons, while almost two dozen can exercise nuclear power which does not necessarily lead to the production of atomic bombs. The three prerequisites necessary for a nation to gain nuclear status are possession of scientific expertise, fissile material and delivery capacity.

Watson stressed that any nation can gain the essential scientific know-how; therefore the United States' best chance at controlling proliferation is to control the number of fissile material between nations.

She added later that "addressing the genuine insecurities and fears of these nations" would be most successful.

According to Watson, some of the reasons a Third World nation would seek nuclear power include a desire to become a global or regional power, its economic attractiveness and regional rivalry. She cites "binary phenomena," her term for this rivalry, as the perceived threat of a neighboring country as a justification for seeking the bomb. Examples include Argentina, Brazil, Iran and Iraq.

Many countries, including the U.S., U.S.S.R., France and West Germany, provide states as sources of fissile material. Yet Watson stated that "the very often forgotten Canada has been instrumental in developing power." Again, Argentina has been a recipient of this aid.

In discussing attempts to control nuclear proliferation, Watson said that both the United States and the U.S.S.R. agree in limiting its growth as much as possible. Within the United States, President Ford began to limit the sharing of technology, while Carter went even further by closing breeder reactors and encouraging developed countries to buy materials from the United States, thus enabling the monitoring of the possession of the fissile material that is necessary for nuclear proliferation.

Watson traced the history of international agreements intending to control proliferation and although there have been difficulties with some treaties and treaties, she points out that there has been "no proliferation in almost a decade in terms of nuclear devices."

Although this is encouraging, she argues that the U.S. does not set a very good example, and cannot expect to say to a nation "You cannot build." Therefore she concludes that it must be accepted that there will always be various degrees of proliferation and uses of that power.

By LIZ MILLER

Mark Rolles, 1983-84 Student Union Services Commissioner has proposed that a customized T-shirt shop be opened in the LaFortune Student Center next year.

The proposed store would supply hal shirt, hal sportswear, club and organization shirts, Bookstore uniforms, and, and individual novelty shirts, and would not be "as conflict or competition with the Notre Dame Bookstore, as the Bookstore does not offer the service of customized shirts," Rolles noted.

Rolles' proposal claims that the shop would provide a number of on-campus jobs and would not offer the service of customized Rolfes's proposal claims that the proposed store would supply hal shirt, and would not be "as conflict or competition with the Notre Dame Bookstore, as the Bookstore does not offer the service of customized shirts," Rolles noted.

Rolles' proposal claims that the shop would provide a number of on-campus jobs and would not offer the service of customized T-shirts. Rolles notes.

Rolles' proposal claims that the shop would provide a number of on-campus jobs and would not offer the service of customized T-shirts. Rolles notes.
In retaliation

Soviets: No missiles for Cuba

MOSCOW (AP) — The Soviet Union has "no need" to put nuclear missiles in Cuba in retaliation for U.S. deployment of new medium-range rockets in Europe later this year, a top Soviet general says.

It was the clearest signal yet from the Soviets that Cuba does not figure in their threat to retaliate for the planned "Euromissile" deployment.

The comments were made by Maj. Gen. Yuri V. Lebedev, a military advisor to Soviet arms control negotiators, in an interview with The Associated Press.

Lebedev, dismissing that possibility, said one of the retaliatory options available to Soviet leaders would simply be expanding their own intermediate-range forces in Europe.

"It's enough to deploy new systems in Soviet territory," he said. "Would missiles be placed in Soviet-occupied Cuba? He was asked. "No."

There is no need to do it and I have understood that already," and he responded.

The general said the Soviets tried to install missiles in Cuba but pulled them back in a nuclear showdown with the United States.

The 55-year-old Lebedev, round faced and black-haired, was interviewed through an interpreter at a foreign ministry press center.

The interview was one of several by government, military and academic figures who have been unusually accessible to visiting American reporters, according to a time when the Soviet Union is not among the stronger than a statement last month by the underground.

The underground communiqué, distributed to Western reporters, said: "We are calling for demonstrations under the slogans free all political prisoners; end price increases; (give) the fruits of labor to society; and peace and solidarity.

"It urged the United States to offer protest marches, paint placards and buy goods."

Mrs. Walesa and most of the other union leaders have been in police interrogation, and Mrs. Walesa told reporters she knew about her husband's contacts with the underground.

The underground communiqué, signed by the members of Solidarity's fugitive Temporary Coordinating Commission, was released Saturday, May 1, 1983.

Protests planned by Polish underground

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — The Solidarity underground yesterday urged the Polish "to demonstrate nationwide on May Day to protest the taking of our holy places by the Government requiring medium-range nuclear weapons in Europe."

The appeal was issued after police arrested local Solidarity chief Lech Walesa for three hours.

Walesa, who was interrogated for five hours Wednesday, and his wife were told by police that his husband was being questioned about her contacts with the underground.

The underground communiqué, signed by the members of Solidarity's fugitive Temporary Coordinating Commission, was released Saturday, May 1, 1983.

The underground communiqué, signed by the members of Solidarity's fugitive Temporary Coordinating Commission, was released Saturday, May 1, 1983.

"It's no need to do it and I have understood that already," he responded.

The general said the Soviets tried to install missiles in Cuba but pulled them back in a nuclear showdown with the United States.

In response to a question about the possibility that Cuba would simply be expanding their own intermediate-range forces in Europe, the general smiled and turned his eyeglasses in his hand.

"Do you have any doubts we will do it?" he asked.

Pressured on whether the threat meant missiles would be placed within close range of the United States, he replied:

"First of all, you have to know the general trend in Soviet policy — that not a single nuclear system is deployed anywhere else but in Western Europe.

And now we can say technological progress has brought us to the point where we don't have to keep Soviet weapons within 1,000 kilometers (620 miles) of U.S. territory.

He said there were numerous alternative policies that would allow whether one might be expansion of the Soviet nuclear arms race.

Walesa, Lebedev said. "It is one of the options." He cut off discussion of the options, and said "I cannot predict, but I have a feeling there will be good estimate of the part of the United States, to not to deploy the new systems." He then asked about the four rows of service ribbons on his olive-colored uniform jacket, chain-smoked during the interview.

Cancer. Not knowing the risks is your greatest risk.

CANCER. Not knowing the risks is your greatest risk.

As it is with other major causes of death, cancer is not one risk but a collection of many risks. Each of these risks is a little risk, but together they can add up to a major threat to your health.

It's important to know your risks so you can take steps to prevent cancer before it starts.

The American Cancer Society has identified 20 major cancer risks. Here are some of the most common.

Risk Factors for Cancer

- Smoking
- Alcohol use
- Poor dietary choices
- Lack of physical activity
- Ultraviolet radiation exposure
- Infections
- Genetic factors

The American Cancer Society recommends the following steps to reduce your cancer risk:

- Avoid smoking and tobacco products.
- Drink alcohol in moderation, if at all.
- Eat a healthy diet rich in fruits, vegetables, and whole grains.
- Be physically active for at least 30 minutes most days of the week.
- Protect yourself from the sun by wearing sunscreen and seeking shade during peak hours.
- Get regular check-ups and screenings for cancer.

The American Cancer Society encourages you to learn more about the risks and prevention of cancer so you can take the steps necessary to protect your health.

Greatest American Cancer Society website:

www.cancer.org

How you live may save your life.

AN TOSTAL '83

“An Event of Fun & Absurdity!”

THE DATING GAME

A chance not only to embarrass yourself but to get a real date as well.

Call Ann at 3680 for details

DAISY SALE!

“Say it with posies”

On sale in the dining halls at dinner TODAY and next week.

AND NEXT WEEK . . .

- IMUS voting at dinner
- Goo Goo Grooming
- Golf Tourney
- Chance to Dance

How you live may save your life.
Opening its doors
Center for Social Concerns has just what it needs and wants

By PAT SAIN
Staff Reporter

A detective is no longer needed to find the social concerns groups on campus. The Center for Experimental Learning — formerly hidden on the 11th floor of the library — has a Volunteer Services Organization (VSO) tucked away on 1 S. Lorraine — were combined last January under one roof in the Center for Social Concerns.

Dedication ceremonies today make that fact official.

"The building enhances our presence here on campus," said Sister Judith Anne Beattie, assistant director of the center. "The center's previous locations were not accessible to the general student pattern." The center now occupies the former WNDI building located behind Breen-Phillips near the Memorial Library.

"Having all the offices in one place makes staff teamwork much better," said Director of the center Father Don McNeill. "The student volunteers also have a phone, a better place to sit, and a place to eat." McNeill is on the lookout for "more and more" to do about the "social work side of life".

"The center is where people come together with the "social work side of life".

The center building is a 17-by-33-foot space that will include staff offices, a phone, and a place to eat. The building is also used for presentations, groups often held after afternoon classes. The professors often stay and talk, and the coffee house enables them to do away from the podium.

The library, when completed, will be located on the second floor of the center. "Eventually, we want audio cassettes of some of the better speeches dealing with problems such as war and peace, the Church and social action," McNeill said.

"The library should become a reality, very soon," said Sister Margaret Shappel, director of the United Way's hunger project.

"We anticipate 180 people per day," said the center's communications office.

The center's kitchen, on the other hand, is "very visible." McNeill said, is to "avoid the attitude that social justice happens here, and here only." Social justice happens all over. We need to develop a network with the administrative offices of the University, students, and business. There must be a split between the on-campus and activities.

But the old WNDI building centralizes the different groups and is "very visible." The building will be used for the Center for Social Concerns. "It is obvious to everyone that social concerns is a priority on this campus. The problems are becoming more complex, and the education we are receiving must meet these problems. The Social Concerns Center is an obvious way to do this," McNeill argues. "I think the University's commitment to social issues and the hard work on part of the students who orient themselves with the move to a big hit in the center getting the building," he said.

The building contains two large multipurpose rooms and a 12-by-25-foot kitchen. The kitchen, on the south side, is a unique feature. The center Father Don McNeill (right) hopes the building's success, such, as multipurpose rooms, will make the center a unique resource for the University. The Observer

That volunteer touch
1,000 students aid community

By CATHY PAX
Staff Reporter

The stereotypical image of a student volunteer dressed in cheery candiesstripes fails to capture 200 volunteers at Logan Center and Saint Mary's students find volunteer services.

"All the students who use the classroom and are not involved in the center's activities get a glimpse of the center's mission, and we do more for more information," said Andrea Shappel, coordinator of the volunteer service projects.

In addition to presentations, groups often use the multipurpose rooms for meals, Beattie said. The center provides lunches and different cultural foods, cooked in the center's kitchen. "It's fun to go down there," said co-director of the organization, Edith Murphy. "Many students have come down as a punishment from their rector, but then they stay because it's a lot of fun."

The VSO sends money to volunteer projects in the United States and overseas to aid the poor and hungry who constitute two-thirds of the world's population, according to the CSC's data.

With an emphasis in the future, Alpha Phi Omega, a national service fraternity, is planning its largest fundraiser, the "Ugly Man on Campus" contest. With these proceeds Alpha Phi Omega assists Sister Marline's Primary Day School in South Bend.

Children who attend this school have failed public primary school and need extra tutoring. After their work is completed, they return to the public school, better prepared for success.

"We use the needs in the community and get things going to meet those needs," but the University itself, Beattie said, is also partly responsible for such high participation since the very mission of the school entails a service mission.

The Neighborhood Study Help Program and Logan Center receive much of this free labor, as do the large volunteer organizations on campus. The nursing program tutors grade school students in about 15 different centers in the South Bend area. Tutors usually spend one hour helping a child twice a week.

"Our program really helps to give hope to children who are closest to us who are worried children and adults during the weekend with nearly 60 volunteers working on any given Saturday morning. The sessions include periods of music, arts and crafts and athletics. It's fun to go down there," said co-director of the organization, Edith Murphy. "Originally many students came down as a punishment from their rector, but then they stay because it's a lot of fun."

The Center for Experimental Learning includes the former WNDI building, located behind Breen-Phillips near the Memorial Library, where the center is now housed. The center is directed by Father Don McNeill, who has been the center's director since 1981.

The Observer

The center offers students a lounge for relaxing. (Photos by Scott Bower)
The Observer

Honduran soldiers stop on their patrol about 300 yards from the Nicaraguan border, near the town of Las Trojes, Honduras recently. The soldiers keep their distance from the border with Nicaragua "to avoid drawing any unnecessary gunfire" from Nicaraguan outposts on the other side.

OSHA head halts plan to end carcinogen ID

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Reagan administration official responsible for protecting workers' health has reiterated from a plan to revoke a policy requiring his agency to identify and classify suspected cancer-causing substances.

But Thorne G. Auchter, chief of the Occupational Safety and Health Administration, denied that the plan, which had been under consideration for months, was dropped because of the congressional investigation into allegations of conflict of interest at the Environmental Protection Agency.

Auchter, in an interview, said aides had gotten "off the track."

"I had to get with our folks and pull them back in," he said. "Wait a minute, you guys have sort of got off/track here. Let's go back to the drawing board again."

Auchter stressed that OSHA had never reached the point of proposing a formal revocation of the cancer policy, which was implemented by the Carter administration in January 1980.

The heart of that policy was a requirement that OSHA intensify its monitoring of suspected carcinogens in the workplace. The regulation required OSHA to publish a list of these suspected hazards once a year and follow up with a shorter "priority" list of the most potentially dangerous substances.

The publication of that "priority" list, which industry officials denounced as a "hit list," would have set priorities for OSHA's rule proposals on health standards for the most dangerous substances.

Auchter acknowledged that his agency was moving toward abandoning the cancer policy during the controversy over alleged conflicts of interest at the EPA. But he denied that the EPA investigation or his intense interrogation by Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., played any part in his final decision not to seek revocation of the policy.

It was at a March 16 hearing by a House Appropriations subcommittee that Obey accused Auchter of failing to do enough to protect workers' health and safety on the job.

The OSHA chief did concede in the interview with The Associated Press that a draft document seeking to revise the cancer policy could have been widely misinterpreted.

"You could have read that document as being a revocation" of Carter administration policy, he said.

But Auchter stressed that "I have not made any decision" on what revision of the cancer policy, if any, that the agency might ultimately propose.

The AFL-CIO, Ralph Nader's Health Research Group and the American Public Health Association petitioned Auchter's agency yesterday to issue an emergency temporary health standard further restricting the exposure of an estimated 600,000 workers in ben­zone, widely used in the manufacture of detergents, resins and pesticides, which has been shown to cause leukemia in humans.

Auchter had indicated earlier that he would review the existing regulation required OSHA to classify suspected carcinogens in the workplace. The regulation required OSHA to publish a list of these suspected hazards once a year and follow up with a shorter "priority" list of the most potentially dangerous substances.

The publication of that "priority" list, which industry officials denounced as a "hit list," would have set priorities for OSHA's rule proposals on health standards for the most dangerous substances.
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Auchter had indicated earlier that he would review the existing regulation required OSHA to classify suspected carcinogens in the workplace. The regulation required OSHA to publish a list of these suspected hazards once a year and follow up with a shorter "priority" list of the most potentially dangerous substances.
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan, disputing accusations by the chairman of the House Intelligence Committee and others in Congress, declared yesterday that "We are not doing anything to try and overthrow the Nicaraguan government."

But Reagan refused to say whether arms or supplies were being provided to Nicaraguan exiles across the border in Honduras.

At a brief news conference, the president said the United States is complying with the law, which bans doing anything to try and overthrow the leftist regime.

"We are complying with the law — the Boland amendment, which is the law — we are complying with that fully," the president insisted. Asked if he would not like to see the Nicaraguan regime overthrown, Reagan said, "What I might personal­ly wish — or what our govern­ment might wish — would still not justify us violating the law of the land."

Pressed to say that he was doing nothing to overthrow the govern­ment of Nicaragua, Reagan replied: "No, because that would be violat­ing the law."

He said the United States merely was trying to cut off the flow of arms from Nicaragua to leftist rebels trying to topple the U.S.-backed govern­ment in El Salvador.

Reagan disputes aid to rebels

Washington (AP) — President Reagan yesterday said the administration apparently had violated the law by providing covert aid to Nicaraguan rebels. "The evidence is very strong," said Boland.

Reagan refused to categorically say the United States is arming or supplying rebels along the the Honduran-Nicaraguan border. "I could not and would not possibly talk about such things," Reagan said.

He said the controversy surround­ing Nicaragua "is ignoring some realities — that the Nicaraguan govern­ment is a revolutionary govern­ment that took power by force but with the promise of democratic elections, none of which have taken place . . ."

Reagan said it was the Carter ad­ministration that withdrew American aid to Nicaragua "long before we were here when it became apparent that the govern­ment had become completely Marx­ist, had turned away and thrown out some of the democratic groups that had supported them and fought with them in the revolution to bring democracy to Nicaragua . . ."

He said another reason for the fund cutoff was that the Nicaraguan government had violated its pledge not to attempt to overthrow any other governments in Central America, particularly El Salvador.

Nicaraguan exiles

Rep. Edward P. Boland, D-Mass., of the House Intelligence Committee, said Wednesday the administration apparently had violated the law by providing covert aid to Nicaraguan rebels. "The evidence is very strong," said Boland.

The event is designed so that groups can go and have a fun weekend in Chicago with their friends, rather than being a strictly couple-oriented activity.

"The Senior Formal is a great idea," explained Sawaya, "but the expense has caused attendance to drop. We plan to offer the oppor­tunity to go and have a good time for under $100. Maybe this way, more people can go."

Although there is not yet an offi­cial schedule, several possibili­ties have been suggested. A tentative itinerary will begin Thursday, with a Pre-Celebration Happy Hour. The group will then meet in Chicago by 5 p.m., and several suggested eve­ning activities will be available. Op­tions include going to a Sex game, going to dinner and to the Second City Comedy Club, or seeing a play.

These events should be over around 11 when those interested could re­group and "bar hop."

Saturday will be left open, Sawaya said, as a day to shop, visit museums, or go on a tour of Chicago, which will hopefully be offered at various times throughout the afternoon.

The group hopes to rent a res­taurant for Saturday night, and then conclude the evening with a party aboard a yacht. Sawaya and Rolfs hope that the weekend will be the weekend of the Miami/Nicee Dame football game. If televised, the game will be shown on a large-screen TV aboard the yacht.

Juniors should "be expecting an informal questionnaire as to what they'd like," said Sawaya. "We'll need input."

The date for the Senior Informal is tentatively set for the weekend of September 24.

Senior Informal planned

By GRETCHEN PICHLER

News Staff

Everyone has heard of the Senior Informal, but how about the Senior In­formal? Plans are currently being made by co-chair­men Teresa Sawaya and Mark Rolfs for an informal, activity-filled weekend in Chicago sometime next fall for seniors.

The event is designed so that groups can go and have a fun weekend in Chicago with their friends, rather than being a strictly couple-oriented activity.

"The Senior Informal is a great idea," explained Sawaya, "but the expense has caused attendance to drop. We plan to offer the oppor­tunity to go and have a good time for under $100. Maybe this way, more people can go."

Although there is not yet an offi­cial schedule, several possibili­ties have been suggested. A tentative itinerary will begin Thursday, with a Pre-Celebration Happy Hour. The group will then meet in Chicago by 5 p.m., and several suggested eve­ning activities will be available. Op­tions include going to a Sex game, going to dinner and to the Second City Comedy Club, or seeing a play.

These events should be over around 11 when those interested could re­group and "bar hop."

Saturday will be left open, Sawaya said, as a day to shop, visit museums, or go on a tour of Chicago, which will hopefully be offered at various times throughout the afternoon.

The group hopes to rent a res­taurant for Saturday night, and then conclude the evening with a party aboard a yacht. Sawaya and Rolfs hope that the weekend will be the weekend of the Miami/Nicee Dame football game. If televised, the game will be shown on a large-screen TV aboard the yacht.

Juniors should "be expecting an informal questionnaire as to what they'd like," said Sawaya. "We'll need input."

The date for the Senior Informal is tentatively set for the weekend of September 24.

The Observer / Lucian Nirmeyer

Rev. Stanley J. Jaki, distinguished University professor at Seton Hall University, completes the third lecture in a series of four at the Memorial Library. Rev. Jaki discussed the life and work of Gilbert Keith Chesterton, noted journalist and philosopher.
New Orleans phones

Floods, $2 fuse cause breakdown

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — A flooded basement and the failure of a $2 fuse crippled the long distance telecommunications system of this city for 10 hours last week and severed its link with a nuclear attack warning system.

The breakdown demonstrated the vulnerability of centralized telephone systems in 90 U.S. cities where similar computer switching machines sit in guarded, windowless buildings, according to AT&T officials.

The core of the long-distance telephone system — a computer carrying thousands of circuits, including priority government lines — has survived floods, hurricanes, tornadoes and blackouts across the country.

But when 11 inches of rain brought widespread flooding to Louisiana, the system failed.

"I've never been through a set of circumstances like that and I thought I'd seen everything," said Art Ammon, manager of the Network Operations Center at AT&T headquarters in Bedminster, N.J. "We've never had anything quite this devastating.

Technology and centralization have made telephone systems more efficient but also more vulnerable to floods, $2 fuses, and terrorism or nuclear attack, according to Ammon.

"There is concern on the part of government — and it's probably a legitimate one — about the reliability of the communications switch network," Ammon said. "It's a fact that if you lose one of those control units, as we did last week, that some critical lines are going to be lost." AT&T and the government are studying ways to switch long distance calls through smaller phone offices in cases of emergency, which is not now possible, Ammon said.

On Thursday, April 7, an intricate system of backups failed. The worst-case scenario unfolded.

South Central Bell Telephone's $12 million long-distance switching computer, called a 4ESS, had to be shut down, knocking out 50,000 telephone circuits into and out of southeastern Louisiana. Some of the circuits carried high-level government traffic, Ammon said.

The FAA air-traffic control tower lost its computer link to Houston and outlying towers. Shipping operations were paralyzed. The mayor could not telephone the governor.

And for 5 hours and 56 minutes, southeast Louisiana was cut off from the National Warning System which alerts the public to nuclear attack or accidental missile launch. The Federal Emergency Management Agency office in Baton Rouge, La., used single-hand radio backup to keep in touch with New Orleans.

That old radio came before television, satellite and microwave — but it works when everything else is out," said Al Bennett, FEMA state communications and warning officer. He called the warning system's four-hour outage "extremely rare. I can't think of when a circuit has been down that long.

The airport control tower also used a single-hand radio to contact Houston for clearance to let planes take off from New Orleans.

It all began with heavy rains flooding the basement of South Central Bell's 16-story computer building in downtown New Orleans. Officials cut commercial power to the building before dawn.

An emergency diesel-powered generator, test-run only two days before, automatically started but shut itself off 43 minutes later when the oil overheated.

An electrical fuse the size of a cigar had blown and fans used to cool the engine oil never started, said T.E. Lindsey, operations manager for AT&T Long Lines in New Orleans. The engine could not be restarted until the oil cooled.

The second backup system, huge batteries kept on an upper floor, became the power source for the building and its vital switching equipment.

Meanwhile, technicians at the Network Operations Center in Newark watched their floor-to-ceiling operations map for signs of trouble.

AT&T told the Defense Communications Agency there was trouble in New Orleans.

Conference calls were set up among engineers on the scene, as in Alabama, New Jersey and Alabama. Technicians from Birmingham, Ala., headed to New Orleans by private jet.

At 9:50 a.m. CST, voltage in the batteries began to drop. The Network Operations Center decided that to save the computer, the long distance switching system had to be shut down along with three smaller switches handling local service for 70,000 telephones in the business district.

"We made the decision, and it was a reluctant one, to take the central office equipment off line to save those batteries," Ammon said. South Central Bell's initial reaction was that they could get the power back, he said, but "we had to persuade them rather forcefully that that would be too late."
Admissions ignores equal access

1972 was the first year women were admitted to Notre Dame. Since then, the percentage of true co-education is still continuing. Of the 1779 freshmen who will be enrolled in the fall of this year, only 500 of them will be women. The reason for such a small number is because Notre Dame supports a rigid quota system as to the male-female composition of the University.

Randy Fahs

Friday Analysis

This quota system is discriminatory to the women who apply to Notre Dame. The female enrollment stands at 28 percent of the student body, but women make up 35 percent of the group. The average SAT score in the mid to upper high school graduating class. The average qualified applicant than the average male is more highly competitive admissions process than a Notre Dame student.

1200s

Randy Fahn

Dear Editor:

what his-her behavior had perceived as a experience. Myths are intelligible destructive myths as motivated by shared by many women). Presumably, people do not believe these myths about rape. "Male myths" (some of which are simply because these are things they often learned prior to sexual development, inviting sexual interest may be perceived as not delivering "promised."

"If--" "We suggest that examination of possible external motivations of this and other destructive myths will do more than any amount of rhetoric in yielding practical steps toward making our society a place where rape cannot so easily exist."

Stephen Horst

Dear Editor:

"Male myths" (some of which are simply because these are things they often learned prior to sexual development, inviting sexual interest may be perceived as not delivering "promised."

"If--" "We suggest that examination of possible external motivations of this and other destructive myths will do more than any amount of rhetoric in yielding practical steps toward making our society a place where rape cannot so easily exist."

P. O. Box Q

Reasons for rape myths

Dear Editor:

I very much appreciated Mary Ellen Ster-nitzake's letter, "Male myths about rape." It effectively suggested the extent to which myth about rape permeates our society. The result of this competition is that the average female Notre Dame student is a more qualified applicant than the average male Notre Dame student. If we look at the top half of this graph, the freshman class, the difference becomes apparent. The average male in this group had an SAT score in the mid to upper 1200s and finished in the top 10 percent of his high school graduating class. The average female, in this group had an SAT score of around 1300 and finished in the top 1 percent of her high school graduating class. In other words, Notre Dame is turning away some women who have better qualifications than some of the men who are being accepted.

The first thing that comes to mind about this situation is that this is unethical and illegal. While its moral implications are highly suspect, it is fully in accordance with the law. Notre Dame is granted an exemption from having equality in access to admissions, with respect to sex, because of when it began admitting women for the first time. The law was created in a university which turned co-ed in 1972 or later to maintain male-female quotas as long as its physical plant is unable to handle equal access between men and women.

By claiming that it doesn't have enough dorm space, Notre Dame can maintain its discriminatory practices. The easy solution would be to build more women's dormitory space or admit fewer men and convert already existing halls. Notre Dame states that it is committed to maintaining an undergraduate population at its present number of 7300. That eliminates one option, but the other is highly unpopular.

Studies have estimated that equal access in admissions would mean a male-female ratio of 50-50. If you add in the 1800 women at Saint Mary's, the ratio is almost equal. To reach the natural percentages, Notre Dame will have to admit 200 fewer men and 200 more women each year. This seems ethically sound and equitable, but it would create a good deal of furor. If you are a male, ask yourself this: "If equal access means that you wouldn't have been accepted, and that a girl would be admitted in your place, would you still support it?"

The administration has recognized the problem and according to the PACE report a committee will be set up during the 1983-84 year to evaluate the co-educational experience and the question of equal access in admissions. If the University decides to admit fewer men and more women, then they will have to put up with any resulting backlash. If instead they decide to raise the undergraduate enrollment above 7300, then its 85-88 million will have to be raised to build more women's dorm space. The worst move would be to make no move and continue to discriminate against women, a situation which is morally and ethically incompatible with Notre Dame ideals.

The Observer

Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556

The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame du Lac and Saint Mary's College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and as objectively as possible. Unsigned editorials express the opinion of a majority of the Editorial Board. Commentaries, letters, and the Inside Column depict the views of their authors. Column space is available to all members of the community, and the free expression of varying opinions on campus, through letters, is encouraged.
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Friday, April 15, 1983 — page 9

Dear Editor:

I would like to comment on Jane Healey's article, "Team 289 vs. Team 176," regarding the names of Bookstore Basketball teams. The word is wrong in suggesting the use of numbers to replace team names. Granted some teams have gone overboard in being rude, but some have certainly been legitimately clever or humorous. I remember a previous year when a team chose the name "Braves" and won a game when the other team failed to show up (naturally). To call for replacing all team names with numbers eliminates an essential part of Bookstore Basketball. After viewing the names in the Bookstore schedule, I believe The Observer (and the administration) overreacted.

If Miss Healey's intent was to initiate a dialogue over the problem of Bookstore Basketball names, she may have succeeded. Where she failed is in suggesting all team names be replaced with numbers.

Michael K. Shawley
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"Saxology," religious rednecks. Arguing against ignorance seems such a waste of day defending the Church against the garbage being tossed by me track, their jockeys hurling abuse at faithful old Dobbin. I wouldn't promised that the gates of hell should not prevail against them. crowd, has never spun nor toiled? Do they look like Solomon in all answer because they use Him as a tranquilizer. Christ, if you believe his glory?

e.

CJ

A touch of whimsy

If I weren't a priest, I wouldn't have to take the questions about God and Jesus. Yesterday, for example, I spent the whole day defending the Church against the garbage being tossed by religious rednecks. Arguing against ignorance seems such a waste of time. For my money, the Catholic Church is the plough horse of grace and decency that became visible and available to the world in the life of St. Francis. Jockey horses come racing down the last track, their jockeys hurling abuse at faithful old Dobbin. I wouldn't promised that the gates of hell should not prevail against them. The generosity of religious people amazes me. Without blathering an eye, they tell you: "Christ is the answer." How easily we trivialize God. Some Christians use their Bible as their textbook on life, and the textbooks aren't always an answer in Christ. Look at the faces

Rev. Robert Griffin

letters to a lonely god

of the Bible-reading Christians seen on television, the followers of Jerry Falwell, for example. There is a lot of discussion about the young people have ever been faced with life's tough questions? Christ is their answer. They suddenly see Christ as an answer to real, or even imaginary, blindness, but His most powerful miracle couldn't ease us into heaven.

When you remember what happened to Him, Christ is the problem, not the answer. We have to let him dump on Him. Why do bad things happen to good people?

Milton wrote "Paradise Lost," as he tells us, "to assert Eternal Providence, and justly God's ways to man." Husson says: "Mait does more than Milton can: To justify God's ways to man." Maybe Milton is the answer, or, if you prefer, Manhattan. Mait can change the picture of the world you carry in your head. Laurens you: Per your perceptions. Life should never so be grim that you can't laugh at it. Under all the hardships, there's a joke here somewhere.

If I didn't believe in God, nothing else would mean nothing. I don't understand the chemistry by which babies are formed, nor the direction the journey takes when the breathing has stopped. Breath is a marvel, and love is a mystery, and April rain is a gift from the sky. 'Neither can a child grow old and sick. Children die in their beauty.'

...of the origins of the oldest, biggest, and best known Collegiate Jazz Fes-

tival in the nation: "The concept of the festival was actually the spin-off of a well known national event including Tom Callah and myself. At first, it was to be a showcase for Notre Dame Band. But for the enthusiastic young broadened to include all collegiate jazz musicians in a "Newport" like setting."

"To make jazz in reality, they sought the assis-
tance of Charles Sbter, publisher of Down Beat magazine, and Frank Wess of the Blue Note jazz club in Chicago. After much planning and hard work, the stage was set, and on April 11, 1959, fifteen

Bill Graham, chairman of the first Notre Dame College Jazz Festival, wrote on the origins of the oldest, biggest, and best known Collegiate Jazz Festival in the nation: "The concept of the festival was actually the spin-off of a well known national event including Tom Callah and myself. At first, it was to be a showcase for Notre Dame Band. But for the enthusiastic young broadened to include all collegiate jazz musicians in a "Newport" like setting."

"To make jazz in reality, they sought the assistance of Charles Sbter, publisher of Down Beat magazine, and Frank Wess of the Blue Note jazz club in Chicago. After much planning and hard work, the stage was set, and on April 11, 1959, fifteen

Bob Weber

features

This year's festival features some of the best jazz coming out of the Notre Dame jazz scene, including that of five great groups: Wynton and Branford Marsal, Wynton, Tony Williams, Branford, Ron Carter and Jim McNeely. Dan Morganstein, Director of the Institute of Jazz Studies at Rutgers University will join these five in judging the competition.

Fifteen big bands and combos from twelve different universities and colleges around the country in participating at the competition. The bands will be vied for group and an individual awards to be presented Saturday night. Past festival competitors who have achieved greatness in the world of jazz include David Sanborn, Bob James, Randy and Michael Brecker, James Pankow and Chico Freeman. The first session of the 1983 Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival opens this evening at 7:30 p.m. Following a performance by the host Notre Dame Band, the festival begins with the performance of the Notre Dame Band and the Notre Dame Combo, and the Eastern State University Big Band. The Purdue University Big Band closes this session and will be held with a session on Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
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Fifteen big bands and combos from twelve different universities and colleges around the country in participating at the competition. The bands will be vied for group and individual awards to be presented Saturday night. Past festival competitors who have achieved greatness in the world of jazz include David Sanborn, Bob James, Randy and Michael Brecker, James Pankow and Chico Freeman. The first session of the 1983 Notre Dame Collegiate Jazz Festival opens this evening at 7:30 p.m. Following a performance by the host Notre Dame Band, the festival begins with the performance of the Notre Dame Band and the Notre Dame Combo, and the Eastern State University Big Band. The Purdue University Big Band closes this session and will be held with a session on Saturday at 6:30 p.m.
is 'still first and foremost'

mance. Besides all of the young jazz talent to be experienced this weekend, the festival's judges are a highlight in themselves. These jazz greats are among the most prominent and influential in the jazz scene today. Each year, this university has the honor of featuring these artists in the traditional "Judges Jam." In the past, the "Judges Jam" has featured such outstanding jazzmen as Herbie Hancock, Freddie Hubbard, "Cannonball" Adderley, Bill Taylor and Herb Ellis. Audiences should expect no less from this year's "Jam."

Twenty one year old Wynton Marsalis is one of this year's judges. A native of New Orleans, Wynton is still playing trumpet at an early age. Al first heard Marsalis his first trumpet when he was six, but he didn't become completely serious about it until he was 12. After that there was no stopping him. He ac- cumulated a variety of prestigious awards before and during his high school years. At 18, Wynton entered the Juilliard School of Music. Before long he took a leave of absence from Juilliard to join Art Blakey and the Jazz Messengers, and eventually signed a contract with the Messengers. Later he left Art Blakey to perform in a six-week festival and concert with the Herbie Hancock Quintet. During this time he recorded his debut album entitled "Wynton at Juilliard."

He leads his own quintet which includes his brother, Branford. The quintet basically plays in New York and Europe and the states many times. Wynton Mar­ salis was hailed by the Reader's Digest as a "remarkable musician to appear on the jazz scene." At 13 months older than Wynton, is Dan Morgenstern, a judge at this year's festival. He was also a judge in 1981. Morgenstern's presence as a prominent jazz critic will be felt long into the future.

Branford and Wynton share many of the same conceptual ideas of jazz. Their awareness and perception of how jazz should be performed has made them very influential in the jazz world. They have such dominating personalities, and are such excellent performers and composers, that I believe they will continue to set new trends in the jazz scene and expect that they will eventually become a major part of jazz history.

The third judge is Tony Williams, without a doubt one of the most influential drummers in con­temporary jazz. Tony has been a major influence on the music for the past two decades. A child prodigy, Williams, and is a very well known jazz bassist. He has done almost everything from teaching to writing books to performing. In recording his performing credits, it looks like a jazz hall of fame roll call. This is his first involvement with Notre Dame's festival.

Jim McNeely, a well respected pianist in jazz circles, holds the distinction of being one of the few judges to have also been a com­petitor in the festival. He was also a judge in 1981. McNeely's most recent work includes an album recorded with saxophonist Stan Getz. His performances at the piano will surely prove to be extremely entertaining.

Dan Morgenstern, a judge at thirteen consecutive Collegiate Jazz Festivals, is a former editor of Down Beat Magazine and is a highly respected jazz critic. Although he will not be performing, Morgenstern's presence as a prominent jazz critic will be felt nonetheless.

Obviously, the judges are as spectacular a feature as all of the performing bands. With so many giants in the jazz field on one campus this weekend one can not help but get swept up in the spirit. Ticket prices are $5 for the Friday evening session (which includes the "Judges Jam."), $5 for the Saturday afternoon session, and $4 for the concluding session on Saturday evening. Passes for all three sessions are available for $8 for the general public and $7.50 for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students.

I think it's about the only way to let people know what's going on - to have exhibits. That being an art show is about as close to a good plan as anything is. Wyntons Mams, a senior printmaking major from Wytheville, Virginia. Mams is one of the many seniors who entered the Annual Student Exhibition which will open at the Snite Museum on Saturday night at 9:30. Tickets, at $4 per person, must be bought in advance at the dining halls or LaFortune.

The artistic talent of Notre Dame students will be demonstrated this Sunday at the Snite Museum, where, from 1 p.m. to 4 p.m., the ND Art Department is opening the Annual Student Exhibition.

For people who want nothing more than the good old standby, movies, the usual will be shown in the Engineering Auditorium for $1. "Brava! Song" Friday at 7, 9, 11 and 11 30, and "Stripes," Saturday at 7, 9 and 11 p.m. And for the Friday Night Film Series, "Montenegro" will play at the Annenberg at 7:30 for $2.

The following is the schedule of opening events: Sunday, April 17:

11 a.m.: Art exhibit sponsored by the Art Department, the Annual Student Exhibition begins at a Notre Dame tradition for nearly forty years. Individual student artworks, are placed into seven categories — which correspond to the seven art concentrations — and will be judged by a faculty panel, explained Professor Frederick H. Beckman, chairman of the Art Department. He added that awards will be given to those designated the "best of works."

Participation in the Annual Student Exhibition had previously been limited to graduate Masters of Fine Arts students as part of their thesis program, Beckman said. Over the years, senior art student was also included.

This year, due to the fewer number of graduate students and seniors entering their projects in the Exhibition, undergraduate students were invited to participate as well.

"I'm glad it's open to everybody this year," Mams said. "As an artist, any kind of participation in exhibits is good. When you get out of school, you're going to show and sell work. The only way that to do is through galleries or museums."

The following is the schedule of opening events, Sunday, April 17:

1:30 p.m.: Abiogenesis Dance Collective in the Sculpture Court, Sunday, April 17, 4 p.m.: Dan Oehler, clarinet concert in the Annenberg Auditorium. Refreshments will also be served.

Cecilia Lucero

Sponsored by the Art Department, the Annual Student Exhibition began at a Notre Dame tradition for nearly forty years. Individual student artworks, are placed into seven categories — which correspond to the seven art concentrations — and will be judged by a faculty panel, explained Professor Frederick H. Beckman, chairman of the Art Department. He added that awards will be given to those designated the "best of works."

Participation in the Annual Student Exhibition had previously been limited to graduate Masters of Fine Arts students as part of their thesis program, Beckman said. Over the years, senior art student were also included.

This year, due to the fewer number of graduate students and seniors entering their projects in the Exhibition, undergraduate students were invited to participate as well.

"I'm glad it's open to everybody this year," Mams said. "As an artist, any kind of participation in exhibits is good. When you get out of school, you're going to show and sell work. The only way that to do is through galleries or museums."

The following is the schedule of opening events, Sunday, April 17:

1:30 p.m.: Abiogenesis Dance Collective in the Sculpture Court, Sunday, April 17, 4 p.m.: Dan Oehler, clarinet concert in the Annenberg Auditorium. Refreshments will also be served.
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The Notre Dame Weightlifting Club will present Bob and Karen Galpia Sunday in the School of Social Concerns for an 800 p.m. lecture. Karen is a two-time national powerlifting champion and a one-time world champion. Admission is free for all Weightlifting Club members and $2 for non-members. Any questions call Matt Kilbey at 1581. — The Observer

The Women’s Tennis Team defeated Bradley yesterday by the score of 9-0. The results were as follows: No. 1 Chapman 6-3, 6-3, 6-3; No. 2 Chapman 6-2, 6-2; No. 3 Chapman 6-0, 6-2; No. 4 Lee 6-0, 6-2; No. 5 Cooper 6-2, 6-2. The team’s spring record in play is 5-6.

The Holy Cross Softball Tournament will be played as scheduled despite the unfavorable weather conditions.

The Notre Dame softball team defeated 17-0 Catholic Logsdon was the winning pitcher for the Belles who now have two wins and one loss this season. Trish Nolan paced the team with two singles, one double and two RBIs. She is expected to return. The team will play a twinbill. The team will return home and play Huntington College on Monday. — The Observer

The Saint Mary’s Softball Team beat Bethel College yesterday by the score of 15-8. Cather Logsdon was the winning pitcher for the Belles who now have two wins and one loss this season. Trish Nolan paced the team with two singles, one double and two RBIs. She is expected to return. The team will play a twinbill. The team will return home and play Huntington College on Monday. — The Observer
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The size, speed, maturity and the football savvy are looking for The thought of Bank’s arrival has helped Giedt improve his game. The interior defensive line position is under great pressure. The football coaches are evaluating the flip tackle and tackle position as interchanges. The starting players for these two spots are seniors Eric Dowerson and Greg Dingens and junior Mike Gann.

Dorsey, 6-5, 254-pounds, saw limited playing time as a high school senior. He was named one of the top 10 players by The Sporting News and voted to the All-Americans and All-Academic Coach pick All-Americans.

Dings, 6-3, 254-pounds, has been the most experienced among the candidates. He started 10 games last fall but flipped tackle and played in 11 games this freshman year. However, Gann is stringing out spring practice recovering from knee surgery.

When Gann returns in the fall he will be evaluated. How good he performs may be what he does with Dorsey or Dingens or someone else in order to start in fall practices in head-to-head competition.

Other challenges for the flip and tackle contain positions are seniors Jerry Wende, 6-4, 250-pounds, and Steve Keane, 6-4, 258-pounds, they will Underwood, 6-5, 254 pounds, and freshman Wally Kleinle, 6-4, 240 pounds.

Kline is a deeper in the battle for a starting position, notes Robertson. "He missed last season because of an injury and will retain freshman eligibility. He is still learning the defensive positions. He has great ability but needs to continue to improve."

The most intense battle is as nose tackle. The returning starter is senior Jon Autry. He is being challenged by senior Tim Marshall, who missed last season with a foot injury.

Both Autry and Marshall have considerable experience. Autry has started at nose tackle in 10 games last fall. In 1981 Autry started eight games and Tim Marshall played in 11 games in his freshman campaign.

"The competition is very intense," comments Robertson. "Autry is having a good spring and Mark Robertson, 6-4, 268 pounds, has early momentum after a four year layoff. Both players realize they must continue to work hard the rest of this spring and over the summer. These two will battle for the starting spot all fall." "When it comes time to name a starting lineup in the fall," notes Blach. "I want to put the best four players on the field. In order to start, the players must continue to work this spring and return in the fall prepared to be...

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be dropped by 3 p.m. each day. All classifieds must be prepared in either person or through the machine.

FINISHING the Notre Dame vs. Marquette game was St. Mary’s Davie Kress. Despite being limited to only three innings due to the weather, Kress was able to strike out five batters and allow one run in the loss.

The Irish fell to 13-3 overall and 3-2 in BIG EAST play.

"Davie put in a solid effort today," said head coach John Macchi. "I'm proud of what he accomplished given the circumstances.

The Irish are scheduled to play their next game at home against the University of Chicago Wednesday. The game is set to begin at 6 p.m. and will be held at the Softball Complex on campus.

"Our pitching is one of our biggest strengths," Macchi said. "We'll need to rely on our pitching once again against Chicago this week.

The Observer

GOOD LUCK to the Notre Dame softball team as they travel to Pomona this weekend.

THE OFFICE will be closed Monday as it is President’s Day.

THE NO-FEES BONANZA continues for the month of March.

The Irish softball team heads west for a weekend series against the University of Chicago. The Irish are currently ranked 16th in the country.

CATHY ROBERTSON, head coach of the Irish, is looking forward to the challenge.

"We have a tough road ahead of us," Robertson said. "But our young team is ready for the challenge."

The Irish will need to rely on their pitching to stay in the game.

"We have a young pitching staff," Robertson said. "But they are working hard and improving every day."

THE IRISH are scheduled to play against Chicago at 6 p.m. on Friday night. The game will be held at the Softball Complex on campus.

COURTSIDE: The Irish are the No. 1 seed in the BIG EAST Conference Tournament. They are currently ranked 16th in the country.

"We are excited to be the top seed," Robertson said. "But we know that anything can happen in the tournament."

The Irish will need to rely on their pitching and hitting to stay in the game.

"We have a good offense," Robertson said. "But we need to improve our defense."

THE IRISH are scheduled to play against Chicago at 6 p.m. on Friday night. The game will be held at the Softball Complex on campus.

GOOD LUCK to all of our teams as they head west for the weekend.

THE OFFICE will be closed Monday as it is President’s Day.
The regular NBA year in review

San Diego's Garvey nears Williams' mark

San Diego (AP) — Steve Garvey returns to Dodger Stadium as a San Diego Padre tonight for a special homecoming, one that he says "has the electricity flowing."

Before Garvey can say "hi" to Billy Williams' National League record of 2,000 hits, it must be made known that Garvey holds the National League's Most Valuable Player award from 1974 and '75.

Garvey, 34, could mark his first return to Los Angeles with another milestone — the 1,000th run batted in of his career.

"It's an exciting time. It will always be home for me, because of the good friends, fans and loved ones," Garvey said Thursday before playing in Los Angeles' 1,116 consecutive game.

The streak dates back to Sept. 2, 1973, when Garvey notched a game against San Francisco with the flu. Since then, he's endured almost every kind of injury and other nagging aches and pains to keep the string intact.

On at least two occasions, the game was in the ninth inning before he was inserted in the lineup.

"Twice there were two outs in the ninth," he recalled. "I guess I'm a poor sitter. I have to get my energy from the players and the fans," Garvey said Thursday's game.

The streak was as delicious as it was long. Garvey's play at first base has paid dividends in more ways than one for the Padres:

- He's won the Gold Glove award for nine consecutive years.
- Garvey's career .315 average is .027 points above the .288 national league average.

Despite some people feeling the streak was as unrealistic as it was exciting, Garvey said he was confident it would be broken.

"I don't think the streak will last forever," Garvey said. "I don't think it will be broken in my lifetime, but I think it could be broken by my son."
Irish ready for ISU, PU contests

By NEAL SMITH
Sports Writer

"We'd like to get back to 500 and commented Notre Dame's baseball coach Larry Gallo on this weekend's games against Indiana State (Saturday) and Purdue (Sunday). To reach the 500 mark, the 11-13 Irish will have to win three of their four games this weekend. The scheduled doubleheaders are set to start at 1 p.m. at Jake Kline Field.

After a 0-6 record at the beginning of the season, Notre Dame has been battling to get to the 500 level ever since. The team is now within reach of the break-even point because it has won eight of its last 10 games. During this stretch, the Irish won six games in a row at one point.

Things look good for the Irish to start winning another streak since junior Mark Clementz is on the mound for the first game Saturday. Clementz has yet to lose during his Notre Dame uniform. He is 2.0 for the season and 8-0 during his college career. Clementz has a team ERA of 1.92 and a winning average (.28) in ERA games. He has completed 21 strikeouts and 14 walks this season.

Clementz will have to get his victory against what Coach Gallo labels, "an excellent hitting ball club."

The Indiana State Sycamores, a Missouri Valley Conference team, is led by outfielder Bob Baker and catcher Brian Dorsett. Gallo, who saw the Sycamores play in Oklahoma during spring break, remarked that both players are exceptional hitters. Going into this week, Indiana State was 16-9.

The Notre Dame starting pitcher will start against the Sycamores will be either senior Bill Stroinskis or sophomore Buster Stoops. Stoops is 1-1 on the season with a 7.59 ERA in 11 innings. He has pitched 10 innings and is currently maintaining a 5.06 ERA and a 0-1 record.

The Irish are expected to face the Purdue Boilermakers' two-pitchers on Sunday. Purdue's top pitcher is Matt Knier who was drafted by the pros right out of high school. As of last week, the Boilermakers were 2-1-1 however.

For the week, Purdue will be seniors Bill Matte and Matt Whitney. Whitney has a 3-4 record with a 4.42 ERA in 38 innings while striking out 35 batters and allowing only 11 walks.

Matre has a 3.16 ERA, and is 3-5 on the season. He has 36 strikeouts and given up 26 walks. Before the Ball State game Wednesday (he gave up six earned runs in five innings), Matre had a streak of 19 innings in which he did not give up an earned run. During the 19 innings, he lowered his ERA from 4.77 to 1.97, had 12 strikeouts and allowed only one walk.

Second baseman Jack Moran, who suffered a mild concussion in the Ball State game, is expected to be back in the lineup this weekend. "All indications are that he (Moran) probably will be all right by Saturday," said Gallo.

Moran, who was the conference's Player of the Week last week, has batted .465 since spring vacation. In the process, he has raised his average from .342 to .382. "The weekend looks like it's going to be pretty good weather," commented Gallo. Two doubleheaders were cancelled last weekend because of rain. Gallo is looking to go cold, but it's going to be dry."

Irish impressive in track meet

By DEAN SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

When it rains it pours, and when it pours the meet gets moved indoors. At least that was the case at last Saturday's West Coast Catholic Championships. But the rain wasn't the only thing to come down hard on Notre Dame's opponents, as the Irish ran, jumped and threw their places and into first, second and third places in I9 events. Stopping him was Juba who also competed in the long jump, good for second. Keep.

Junior John Langton celebrated his return to competition with a 13' vault and a first place finish in the pole vault. Langton last competed March 16th but he had been injured in a car accident shortly after that. In the 3000-meter run, a senior from New Albany, Ind., put the shot 45's to finish second behind Tom Stieber of DePaul. With a time of 3:56.7, a finish to be pretty good, Jim Matre has a 3.16 E.R.A. and is 3-3 in the long jump, good for second. The University City, Mo. native's winning long jump carried him 23' 5 1/4".

Junior John Langton celebrated his return to competition with a 13' vault and a first place finish in the pole vault. Langton last competed March 16th but he had been injured in a car accident shortly after that. In the 3000-meter run, a senior from New Albany, Ind., put the shot 45's to finish second behind Tom Stieber of DePaul. With a time of 3:56.7, a finish to be pretty good, Jim Matre has a 3.16 E.R.A. and is 3-3

The mile relay team posted a time of 3:56.7 to take second place, with sophomore Tim Stonekis or sophomore Buster Stoops, second place finisher with a time of 1:30.7.500- For the season and averaged 2:12.400. The Irish are expected to face the Purdue Boilermakers' two-pitchers on Sunday. Purdue's top pitcher is Matt Knier who was drafted by the pros right out of high school. As of last week, the Boilermakers were 2-1-1 however.

For the week, Purdue will be seniors Bill Matte and Matt Whitney. Whitney has a 3-4 record with a 4.42 ERA in 38 innings while striking out 35 batters and allowing only 11 walks.

Matre has a 3.16 ERA, and is 3-5 on the season. He has 36 strikeouts and given up 26 walks. Before the Ball State game Wednesday (he gave up six earned runs in five innings), Matre had a streak of 19 innings in which he did not give up an earned run. During the 19 innings, he lowered his ERA from 4.77 to 1.97, had 12 strikeouts and allowed only one walk.

Second baseman Jack Moran, who suffered a mild concussion in the Ball State game, is expected to be back in the lineup this weekend. "All indications are that he (Moran) probably will be all right by Saturday," said Gallo.
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The first round of Bookstore Basketball — it's the annual Everyman’s festival at Notre Dame, where hacks and stars alike get to display their hoops prowess or reserved for nonathletic purposes.
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That's where my major contribution to the team came. Paul McIntyre, along with Notre Dame's graduating varsity basketball ring inclimate weather, which may prevail, all would be neutralized, as

That's where another dream comes true.
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ran by the college office. He was highly recruited as a recruit, having won the Ohio state tournament two straight years. He won the Big Ten last year at his No. 2 slot, and would have had a fair shot at No. 1, if not for his now professional teammate, Mike Leach.

Mike Riccardi
Sports Editor

"Shari's Darlings (a sort of novice to Bruce Sprites and Shari) were set for the first round.

Our first round does, of course, involved two no players to last year's team that was shut out by a team of mercurial football players. It looked like an easy enough mark, so I decided to allow myself to play, so it wasn't easy.

They scored the first two, but OK, that'll be their moment of
to win, I had to recruit. That's where another dream comes true.

What's next? Bookstore Basketball for the Everyman is the presence of non-jocks, pseudo-jocks and neo-jocks starring Notre Dame's graduating varsity basketball players — who sometimes play despite the fact that a fat NBA contract may be waiting. I've always wanted to play, and so I decided to allow myself to play, so it wasn't easy.
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The Best in Aged Steaks

Doc Pierce's

120 Main St.
Downtown, Mishawaka
255-7737

for reservations
Lunch 11:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
Dinner 5:00 P.M.

Food & Opportunity Employment Potential Following Workshops for Graduates.

Defence

Sean Coscadden
Justin Shay
Steve Cloud
Kevin Smith

Midfield

Dan Pace
Tracy Cotter
Mike Quinn
Justin Dircoll
Steve Pearsall

Attack

Steve Pearseal
Bob Troccoli
Joe Franklin
Tom Grothe

1983 Irish Lacrosse

Coach
Rich O'Leary

3rd year (58-69)

Goalie
Rob Simpson
Pat Poletti

Sometimes Rich O'Leary must think he's at the halfway point in a marathon.
After all, he has brought the Notre Dame lacrosse program so far in his 13 years as club and varsity coach, yet finds that the task lies ahead of him is the most difficult and most important of all. He must try to sell the sport to a student body that has a hard time supporting anything but football and basketball. The fact that a miniscule number of students know what lacrosse is just complicates the matter.

Still, things could be worse. The program has been promoted to varsity status, the big move having been made three years ago, and the talent the team is much greater than it ever has been in the past. In fact, the Irish lacrosse team is one of the best teams in the West and Midwest. And it may be the best Division I team west of the Appalachians.

And that would be quite an improvement over the club team that used to make up for its lack of talent by terrorizing opposing teams with a rough play. You've heard of "good" hockey -- well, this was "good" lacrosse! The team continued to play like that for the seven years that it existed without any real coach.

Then O'Leary came upon the scene.
At a college Division I All-American from the University of New York at Cortland, O'Leary entered the job market as a prospect, however he had been working on recruiting players who were not as restricted as the club players. In fact, he had been working on recruiting players who were not as restricted as the club players.

When I was in college, I had the opportunity to speak to Professor O'Leary, remembers the East Meadow, N.Y., native. "I taught at all levels -- college, high school, wherever -- and had the opportunity to coach at a car.

O'Leary joined the Notre Dame program at the end of the 1978 season, and the Irish team has probably played the best schedule in the country. I decided that I got the most enjoyment from coaching college players. So I went to 15 colleges that had club teams or were just organizing a varsity team.

It turned out that Notre Dame was looking for someone to take the job as assistant director for club sports and to also help out with the lacrosse club."

What awaited O'Leary on the lacrosse field was material for a master's degree.

The players were tough, physical kids, mainly football players who didn't know much lacrosse skill, he says. "They were in great shape, though. They could run and hit with anyone. In fact, a number of the teams in the Midwest wouldn't even play them because they were too rough.

I remember my first practice. The captains began practice with 1,000 jumping jacks. I told them to stop right there and work on some lacrosse skills. The result was that first day we did no conditioning. We just worked on fundamentals. We did the same thing the next day, too."

But, while O'Leary was teaching the squad how to play the game, the other way, he did not have the control over the team that was necessary for it to fully benefit from his coaching. The reason was the team's club status. As with every club team, the students run the team. He was just along to coach. He, therefore, didn't get to perform functions like arranging the schedule, recruiting and pickup players, and helping a team needs to play to improve.

As the team slowly improved, though, the possibility of turning variance up was brought up. It was an important decision and, naturally, the players turned to the person who built up the program.

"They asked me what I thought about moving them up to varsity," O'Leary says. "I gave them the plus and minus. I warned them that I think you lose something as a varsity team. You lose that 'club' attitude, because the best players will play for a varsity team and winning is more important."

Eventually heoppelied three times. For the first two times, the players' feelings weren't overwhelmingly in favor because some knew they wouldn't play if the team went varsity. Then O'Leary decided, though, a higher percentage age wanted to go, because we were in a position where we hadn't improved in over three years because we couldn't play varsity team."

The third time, though, a higher percentage went, and the team went varsity. The third time, though, a higher percentage went, and the team went varsity."

About a month after the move, the team was promoted to varsity status, the big move having been made three years ago, and the talent the team is much greater than it ever has been in the past. In fact, the Irish lacrosse team is one of the best teams in the West and Midwest. And it may be the best Division I team west of the Appalachians.

Indeed, the talent the team is much greater than it ever has been in the past. In fact, the Irish lacrosse team is one of the best teams in the West and Midwest. And it may be the best Division I team west of the Appalachians.

The Best in Aged Steaks

Doc Pierce's

120 Main St.
Downtown, Mishawaka
255-7737

for reservations
Lunch 11:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M.
Dinner 5:00 P.M.

NSC — SMC STUDENTS SUMMER DISCOUNT GROUP RATES
B & B Storage
Self - Service
1/2 mile south of Niles K-Mart
601 U.S. 31 - east side of highway.

ARCOANTI WORSHIP PROGRAMS 83

Arcoanti is a unique environment designed by Paulo Soleri, integrating living, learning and doing in the urban laboratory that is being constructed with the aid of volunteer labor in Arizona. The following week workshops are offered for 1983.

CONSTRUCTION
Focus is on skills development from plan reading to finish work, steel archaitcts and skilled craftsperson guide participants in 1983.

AGRICULTURE
Arcoanti feeds its students using organic techniques. Greenhouse, field preparation, greenhouse and hydroponic technique, harvested and solar dry fields and vegetables, from 5 acres of fertile, arid and vine land.

DATES: Construction/Arcoanti runs concurrently June 6, 11, August 15, September 12, October 10 and November 14.

The workshops, one grand around a core curriculum explaining Soleri's concepts and the purpose of building a community.

SPECIAL WORKSHOPS OFFERED
EPILOGUE WORKSHOP May 1 - 13, August 14 - 27
NATURAL AND THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE June 12 - 25
PRINTMAKING July 9 - 15, August 16.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Cosanti Foundation Dept. E
6433 Doubletree Rd., Scottsdale, Arizona 85253 (602) 948-6145.

MLA Slate

Notre Dame 15, Kenyon 7
Ohio State 10, Notre Dame 9
Ohio State 29, Mount Union 4
Notre Dame 7, Michigan State 6
Irish host Wesley tomorrow

By MIKE SULLIVAN
Assistant Sports Editor

The Irish get their chance tomorrow to put in their bid for the title of Big Ten champion. Ohio Wesleyan, ranked 11th in the nation among Division III teams, visits Carter Field at 1:30 p.m.

Wesleyan is currently the only undefeated team in the Midwest Lacrosse Association, making it the team to beat at this point in the season. A Notre Dame win will put the Irish into a four-way tie for first place in the conference. The conference winner is generally considered the best team in the East.

Rich O'Leary's squad will also get a chance to average last year's tough 12-9 loss at Wesleyan. However, it is also more experienced squad that will visit Carter tomorrow.

"They were a little young last year," says O'Leary, "but they've picked up some experience this year.

"They've been scoring some good numbers even though they've played some good teams. Wesleyan's team that really won't have a lot of experience. They're even all around and have a lot of good solid players.

The Irish, on the other hand, are a very experienced team with many freshmen playing major roles on the team. After having problems earlier in the season by falling behind in the first minutes of the game, the team seems to have recovered. A 7-6 win over a good Michigan State team on Tuesday was marked by an early Notre Dame lead.

"We're starting to be more confident in the things I've done," says O'Leary about his team's improvement. "We've been able to control the ball, settle down, and be patient and wait for a good shot.

O'Leary's squad could not find abetter time to put things together as it faces its toughest league schedule of the year over the next two weeks. Next week it will travel to Ohio to take on Denison and Wooster College.

...Lacrosse

continued from page 20

go to where the lacrosse is, bring the lacrosse to you. The way we do it, however, is to get the crowds out to the game — not just at Notre Dame, but also at the big Ten schools. Once the game gets a big following, the sport will take off. The support for the team will be there, as will the competition.

It is not as easy as it looks. How can you expect people to come out to see a sport that they don't understand? There has to be a way to draw the students' attention.

For O'Leary, that way to peak their interest is to win. Then, maybe people will step away from a Bookstore game and walk out to Carter Field to watch a winning team play — something which has been lacking for a long time.

"One of our problems is that there are so many 'good' teams who play lacrosse. When they see the skill that you see on the field of the track, I think it's because it's a student body of participants, not spectators.

"What it's going to take to be a winning team. Once a team is proficient, it gets a name for itself and people come to see it. For another team, when we hosted the league championship, we got pretty good support.

With this goal in mind, O'Leary has set out to make his team the best it could be. He has limits because of the scholarship situation, but he has been fairly successful in getting talented players to come out to the lacrosse-poor Midwest. His group of young players have helped to develop and are presenting a strong challenge to the traditional Midwest lacrosse powers, Ohio Wesleyan and Denison.

This is another problem arises.

Ohio Wesleyan and Denison are not exactly names that get the student body's school pride in motion. But these are the best competition that Notre Dame can find. Both are very good teams with very good players.

"We have to be a lot more successful to get some big names out here. We do hope to bring Duke out here next year," says O'Leary. "There is a lot of excitement. There is running around campus. There's An Tostal Sculpture- Pottery and Ceramic Fibers- Weaving and Papermaking; Product Design and Advertising; Photography-

THE DEPARTMENT OF ART, ART HISTORY AND DESIGN

Degree programs: B.A. in Studio Art, Art History and Industrial Design B.F.A. in Studio Art and Industrial Design

Elective Courses and Complete Programs in: Ceramics - Pottery and Ceramic Sculpture; Fibers - Weaving and Papermaking; Product Design and Advertising; Painting - Watercolor, Oil, etc.; Photography - Black and White and Color, etc.; Sculpture - Wood, Metal, etc. Art History

For more information about our degree programs or electives please contact the Department Office, 532 O'Shaughnessy or call 239-7602.
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Sanderson gets No. 2

MONTREAL (AP) — Tim Raines tripled home two runs in the sixth inning and Scott Sanderson tossed seven-hit ball over seven innings Thursday as the Montréal Expos downed the Chicago Cubs 4-3.

With the score tied 2-2, Warren Cromartie opened the sixth by doubling down the first-base line against Jim Saron, who came on in relief of Jerry Augustine, who was forced to leave the game in the sixth inning after spraining his right knee while picking up the victory for his first decision of the run fifth inning, and a sacrifice fly in the first.

Brewers top Jays

TORONTO (AP) — Jim Gantner drilled a two-out home run over the center field fence in the top of the ninth inning to snap a 4-4 tie and power the Milwaukee Brewers to a 5-4 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays on yesterday.

Gantner slugged his first homer of the season against reliever Joey McLaughlin, 0-1, on an 0-1 pitch. The Brewers knot the game 4-4 with two runs in the eighth, Robin Yount opened with a single and scored on a triple to right by Cecil Cooper, who came home on Ted Simmons's single.

Says About

BISHOPS

McManus

Committee Member, Statement on Peace and War

April 17, 1983

8:00 PM

Library Auditorium

Get Involved!!

Cultural Arts Commission

Applications are available in the Student Union office

Bishop of Fort Wayne/South Bend

Richard Warner, CSC

Committee Member, Statement on Peace and War

Choose from the entire selection of frames including designer lines such as Gloria Vanderbilt and Christian Dior. Then take 50% off the regular price. Good with this coupon and student/teacher identification when ordering a complete pair of prescription glasses. No other discounts applicable.
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Cubs fall again, 4-3 to Montreal

CHICAGO (AP) — Rookie Ron Kline collected six RBIs and Greg Luzinski's RBI broke a 1-1 tie and both runners scored and having to pitch out of a one-out, Kittle collected six RBIs and Greg Luzinski tripled home two runs in the sixth inning to snap a 4-4 tie and power the Milwaukee Brewers to a 5-4 victory over the Toronto Blue Jays on yesterday.

Gantner slugged his first homer of the season against reliever Joey McLaughlin, 0-1, on an 0-1 pitch. The Brewers knot the game 4-4 with two runs in the eighth, Robin Yount opened with a single and scored on a triple to right by Cecil Cooper, who came home on Ted Simmons's single.

What are the BISHOPS Saying About Nuclear Arms?

William McManus

Bishop of Fort Wayne-South Bend

Winding up Round 2
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**Bloom County**

**Simon**

"Sure, but I'm afraid it's..."

**Jeb Cashin**

"I can't believe it!"

**Fate**

"What are you gonna do this summer?"

**Phoitus**

"...and I was kinda thinking of taking a crash course in aerodynamic engineering."

"Somehow that just doesn't sound right."

---

**The Daily Crossword**

ACROSS

1   Hues 6 Little girls' game 10 Fit

14 Leave one's 15 Concur 16 Sandwich being 20 Aisle order

23 Ask by 25 Close by 26 Mexican fare

29 Sandy's response 32 Saffron 36 Paton 38 Inlet

39 Dassel being 40 Unconscious states 41 Hand position

42 Kingdom abbr. 43 New Mexico town 44 Tamarisk

45 Unbend 46 Depot abbr. 48 Audition prince

51 Hindu covering 53 License parts 57 This paper

59 Town 62 Onetime notice 63 License

65 Author 66 D.S. parts 67 Door openers

68 A Dickens 69 Rue - Pain 46 Positive

DOWN

1 Partial shed 2 - rock 3 - rock 4 "-e" (commodor)

5 - rock 6 - rock 7 Tar 8 Bingo's cousin 9 Car type

10 Tar 11 Sponsor 12 Virgin 13 Bivouac

18 Baseball shelter 22 Clogging and touching 24 Clay

25 "But war's-" horse 27 Door back 30 Bond back

31 Do-To 34 Tax man 36 With a needle 37 Leo-

38 Welsh 40 Oolong 41 Hungry 42 "Animal"

43 Pennsylvania 44 "A" club 45 Way out 46 Positive

47 Bismarck 48 Buffalo 49 Shrapnel 50 Bangladesh

52 "Am, " 53 With fancy 54 Egg on 55 "A" club

56 "A" club 58 "A" club 59 "A" club 60 "A" club

61 "A" club 62 "A" club 63 "A" club

---

**Thursday's Solution**

---

**Senior Bar**

**Tonite - Canadian Import special**

(molson, labatts, & moosehead)

Sat. - Kamikaze Special

---

**Sponsorship**

**NEED FUNDS FOR YOUR CLUB NEXT YEAR? TRY THE STUDENT UNION MOVIE LOTTERY**

All organizations interested in sponsoring a movie in either semester next year should pick up an application at the Office of Student Activities. Applications must be returned by Friday, April 15
Andree on the 7th day ‘having a great time’

By JEFF BLUMB
Sports Writer

It was like reliving old times — the good times — for Tim Andree last night in Bookstore XII action. The senior center of the Irish varsity, at times relegated to bench duty this past season, was the big star as his team battled an easy 21-2 victory over Four Tylers and a Crazy.

This was no ordinary night for Andree. Besides shooting an awesome 15-16 from the field, Andree also lead all players with 7 rebounds.

“I’m having a great time playing in the tournament,” said Andree later. “It’s something I’ve been looking forward to for some years. Mike Walsh and I went to the same high school and we have wanted to play together since we both came to Notre Dame.

Andree also noted the differences between playing in Bookstore and for Notre Dame. “I think that I’ve taken more shots in two games than I took all year for the Irish. And there’s not as much pressure to perform either. You don’t have to rack around telling you want you can and can’t do.

Going on at the other Lynn Count at the same time was a game some what similar to that of Bad to the Bone. Macnamera’s Band, paced by Joe Johnson’s 10 for 18 shooting, also won going away, 21-2.

If anyone ever thought that Love was the clear-cut star of this team, Karl Love being the one, he couldn’t have been more in correct. Love scored but one point yesterday in his team’s game with Harold Rasnick’s. Instead, it was Keith Marrerro and Chris Brown who did all the scoring. Marrerro connected on 8 of his 11 shots while Brown hit 7 of 15 as Los Angeles Lakers would have won by a 21-2 score.

So the Showdowns also ran off to an easy victory, beating God’s Own Donuts 21-7. Phil Carter led all scorers with seven points.

In the day’s blood and guts game, Morris Hall sophomore Jim Eraci dislocated his shoulder as his team was leading Team 72: 72-15. Eraci left the game at that time and his team still went on to win 21-23, concentrating their opponents 6-3 despite playing with only four people.

One could only call the game between 450 and John Delforema Says that Cot is a marathon. When it was finally over, 450 had come out on top 26-24.

Highly regarded W.E.B.B.’s encore also advanced to the third round of Bookstore XII yesterday. The Beer Huntsmen by a 21-8 score.

Senior Bob Keenan, a Mr. Bookstore his freshman year, keyed the B&B’s attack with his six points. Fellow Howard Hall resident and teammate Mike Stepanek also added six points for himself.

Roosseau’s Noble Savages, a team of players like a team perhaps better than any other in the tournament, also put itself into the third round, winning 21-9 over Chang’s Gang.

Having a little beef on your side never hurts. So it hurt Team 88 that they lost the Tormenost 21-10. Despite notching over a lot of money while shooting, 88 was able to rebound most of their shots, lead by Bob Clacy and Mark Zavazan who had 13 points.

It was in the day’s big surprise, The Bleeding Ax Wounds upset M.C.O.B. 21-19. M.C.O.B. was thought to have a chance to go very far in the tournament.

For the third time in Bookstore XII a team was disqualified for using an ineligible player. This time, Team 8B, a team that played like a team perhaps better than any other in the tournament, also put itself into the third round.

The player, when questioned about it during the game, denied it so Commissioner O’Leary had him barred from ever playing in Bookstore again. He is on a freshman.

BOOKSTORE BRIEFS — Poor weather continues to plague this year’s tournament. Yesterday’s action was played under strong winds that made shooting difficult. “The wind really hurt shooting” oh SEE BOOKSTORE, page 15

Iris blache unsettled

Irish defensive line unsettled

By TIM DOYLE
Sports Writer

Concern and optimism.

These are the feelings the Notre Dame football coaching staff has for defensive line as it prepares for 1983.

The 1982 defensive line was commonly referred to as the Gold Rush because of its great pass rushing abilities. Due to graduation losses and a lack of experience, the 1983 defensive line has its work cut out for it in order to earn such a nickname.

Head defensive line Coach Greg Heffern has the physical tools to go far in this year’s Irish. This makes recruiting for the kids who play for me that don’t get scholarship is junior Mike Golic. Golic, 6-5, 240 pounds, has seen a fair amount of playing time. Golic played backup to Griffin for most of last season.

The apparent heir to Griffin’s end line position is incoming freshman Mike Stepanek also added six points for himself.

Comparisons Blache..."

Lacrosse players. The apparent heir to Griffin’s end line position is incoming freshman Mike Stepanek also added six points for himself.
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